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1 . In troduct ion 

Than ii a recurring requirement in the SLC for the con
trol of device) null aa mafneta, phaae shifters, and attenuators 
en a beam-by-beam baiia. The Pulled Amplitude Unit (PAH) 
is a single width CAMAC module developed for this purpose. 
It provides digitally programmed analog output voltages on a 
beam-by-beam basis. Up to 32 preprogrammed values of out
put voltage are available from the single analog output of the 
module, and any of these values can be associated with any of 
the 256 possible SLC beam definition. A 12-blt Analog-lo-
Digital Converter (ADC) digitizes an analog input signal at the 
appropriate beam time and stores It in a buffer memory. This 
feature is normally used to monitor the response of the device 
being controlled by the PAU at each beam time. Initial applica
tion of the PAU is as part of the system that controls the output 
of Klyttrom in the S L C 

The PAU combines several different functions in a single 
module. In order to accommodate these Junctions la a single 
width CAMAC module, field programmed lock it used exten
sively. Field Programmable Logic Arrays, Programmed Array 
Logk, and a Field PieKnmaabfc Logic Sequencer are employed. 

X PAV Tuning 
Fifurrl shows the timing of PAU operation. The Fiducial 

signal is the timing reference for accelerator operation, and oc
curs at a 360 Ha rate about 1 rat before the time at which • 
beam it permitted in the S I C " The Pattern information (PP 
codes) specifying a beam in the SLC ii broadcast to the entire 
control system by the Master Pattern Generator for the SLC. 
The Patterns may be lent by the SLC Timing Syitem and re
ceived by the PAU at any time from 1 ms before to 1 ms signal 

denning beam time is lent to the PAtI as an SLC Timing Back
plane signal from a Programmable Delay Unit (PDU).* It spec
ifies action taken at the next beam time. 

The Controlling of moat devices is, at shown In Example A 
of Figure 1, The PAU output changes a find 1 ma after the 
previous beam. This insures that the required Pattern informa
tion has been received. The device being controlled by the PAU 
then has approximately 1.7 ma to reach a stable output before 
the next beam. The PAU digitizes an analog input signal, usu
ally associated with the controlled device response, and places 
it in a buffer memory within the PAU . The controlled device 
response corresponding to each DAC output value is stored in 
memory. 

However there are devices, such as the larrse magnet shewn 
in Example B, that require more that the 1.7 r available in one 
permitted beam time to stabilise. The PAU re ie programmed 
to accommodate these devices. It is set-up In. !y *° that the 
PAU DAC output value changes either two or .ree permitted 
beam times prior to the beam time when it is needed. The PAU 
then digitises the device response, after waiticf the required 
two or three permitted beam times, at the beam .- which the 
device setting bused. The illustration shown i» for device that 
operates so slowly that the requested output may be changed on 
every third permitted beam time. In this mode, approximately 
7.3 ms is available for the controlled device to stabilise. Note 
that the the Pattern for the beam that seta the DAC ia followed 
by two Patterns which are associated with a ipecial D C output 
specification (DAC Address) which instructs the P/ ' to 'do 
nothing.* This Insures that the PAU stays in synchro nation. 

Figure 2 shows PAU output with the output char. ig at a 
360 Hx rate. 
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Figure 1. Tuning Chart 
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Figure 2. Typical PAU output. 

3 . P A U Operation 

Figure 3 is a functional block diagrain of the PAU. The Beam 
Code Mapping Table mint be initially loaded to associate any 
of the 256 possible SLC Beam Codes with any of the 32 dif
ferent values of output from the single analog output of the 
module. This table is loaded using the Beam Code (PP> Map
ping Pointer. The value of the analog output is determined by 
the Digital/Analog Converter (DAC) Value Table and a 12-bit 
DAC. Appropriate values must also be initially loaded into the 
DAC Value Table. Thus a Broadcast Pattern is associated with 
a specific word (address} in the DAC value table, and a value 
of analog output is defined by each table entry. The range of 
analog outputs is ±10 volts. 

Timing is controlled by an Input from the SLC timing back
plane, generated by one PDU channel, as described above. This 
signal is essentially coincident with beam time and starts an 
Analog/Digital Converter (ADC) which measures the response 
of the device being controlled by the PAU at beam time and 
writes this value into the ADC Buffer Memory. The input to 
the ADC is balanced and differential with a full scale sensitivity 
of ±10 volts. The response corresponding to each value of DAC 
output is saved separately in memory so that the controlled de
vice response to each DAC output value is available. Each DAC 
ouput is conventionally associated with a different beam code in 
the SLC. The module output normally changes to the state re
quired for the next beam 1 ms after the backplane timing signal 
is received. 

The ADC is read to the CAMAC Dataway as a floating point 
number in either standard 4-byte VAX or IEEE notation. The 
integer ADC output is converted to a floating point number 
through a mapping table that Is In Programmed Read Only 
Memory (PROM) and output to the CAMAC Dataway when 
the ADC is read. 

The least significant bit (LSB) of the floating point number 
read for ADC output is an error bit that is stored in the ADC 
Error Memory. The Error Bit for a particular ADC value is set 
when a new value corresponding that output value is written 
into the DAC Value Table, and it is cleared when that value it 
used as a PAU output. Thus this bit (if cleared) indicates that 
the ADC value read is a reading of current data. 

A failure in the SLC timing system is detected if either the 
Patterns or the Timing Backplane signal to the PAU are not 
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received for a period of 10 ms. The Watch Dog Timer then runs 
down and disables the PAH output, setting it to zero volts. 

Status and control information may be provided in sytems 
using the PAU. Four optically isolated output bits for control 
and four optically isolated input status bi'-s are available. 

Table I is a summary of the CAMAC Function codes used 
in the modulo. 

Table I. Function-Cods Summary 

F-Cade 
•Subaddre 
F0«A(N) 
FNAD 
F1«A1 
F2*A0 
F2*A1 
F4.A0 
FS.A(N) 
F9*A0 
F16*A(N) 
F17*A0 
FI7«A1 
F18*A0 
F19.A8 

F19«A4 

Fl9*A10 

F20*A0 
F20*A1 
F21«A(N) 
F24*A0 
F26.A0 
F27.A0 

Auction 

Read 1st 16 DAC settings. 
Read ADC Buffer Memory. 
Read Beam Code [PP) mapping Table Pointer. 
Read ADC Pointer. 
Read Remote Device Status. 
Read Beam Code (PP) Mapping Table. 
Read 2nd 16 DAC settings. 
Clear the module. 
Write first 1A DAC output values. 
Write Options Control Register. 
Write Beam Code (PP) Mapping Table Pointer. 
Write ADC Pointer. 
Broadcast Pattern used by PATJ for devices 

that require 1 beam period for stability. 
Broadcast Pattern used by PAU for devices 

that require 2 beam period* for stability. 
Broadcast Pattern used by PAU for devices 

that require 3 beam periods for stability. 
Write PP Mapping Table. 
Write Remote Device Control Bits. 
Write 2nd group of 16 DAC outputs. 
Disable Analog Output. 
Enables Analog Output. 
Test Analog Output Enable. (Q=l for enabled). 

4. Conclusion 

The PAH is proving to be a versatile and reliable source 
of control signals for analog devices requir -ig beam-by-beam 
control. Presently, approximately 50 units ai- scheduled for use 
as part of the control system for the SLAC Linear Accelerator 
and the SLC. 
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